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Abstract
According to data from ASEE, women were awarded 23.1% of doctoral degrees and held 15.7% of tenured/tenure-track faculty positions in 2015 versus 21.3% and 12.7% in 2009, respectively [1, 2]. While promising, the leaky pipeline remains a persistent problem in the recruitment of underrepresented people into tenure track positions. To help overcome this barrier, engineering graduate students at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign created the Illinois Female Engineers in Academia Training (iFEAT) program to improve the competitiveness of underrepresented applicants in the tenure-track faculty recruitment process. The program is two-fold. First, seminars and panel discussions lead by faculty representing different engineering disciplines cover a variety of topics related to the job search process. Secondly, peer review sessions over the course of several months allow students to develop their own application materials. Since its founding in 2014, the program has been evaluated by considering four elements: content, format, pace, and climate. The evaluations in the first two years were based on conducting pre-, mid-, and post-surveys as well as voluntary one-on-one exit interviews. For the programs third year, we made significant changes based on past participant feedback. Specific topics were expanded to increase understanding and improve familiarity with the application process. The evaluation structure was revised to increase the amount of immediate feedback. In this paper, we discuss how the program has evolved over the three years as well as how our methods for program monitoring have been revised. By incorporating these changes, we hope to continue to prepare high quality female faculty candidates, thereby diminishing the gender gap in engineering academia.

Introduction
The STEM fields have demonstrated a persistent gender gap at all education levels and faculty positions. This well-known gap has also lead to continuous discussion on how to address and overcome it [3–6]. Most recent data shows that women were awarded 23.1% of doctoral degrees and held 15.7% of tenured/tenure-track faculty positions in 2015 versus 21.3% and 12.7% in 2009, respectively [1, 2]. However, the data presents a complex yet slightly bleaker picture for ethnic minorities such as African-Americans and Hispanics over the same period. The percentage of PhDs awarded to African-Americans declined from 3.8% to 3.2%, whereas the percentage of Hispanic PhDs increased nationally from 3.8% to 6.1%. In 2015, African-Americans and Hispanics comprise 2.5% and 3.9% of all tenured/tenure-track faculty positions, respectively [1]. The common theme across these groups is the noticeable decline in representation of these populations among faculty ranks.

Universities have begun to develop their own initiatives to address the lack of diversity amongst faculty. Broadly speaking, these initiatives can be grouped into two classifications: pipeline or climate-focused [7]. On our campus, we have created a program that addresses the pipeline problem by considering lack of preparedness and familiarity as the two dominant issues that can prohibit women in engineering from considering faculty positions upon graduation [8, 9].

Surveys have been consistently used throughout our program to track participant development at the initial, midpoint, and ends. In our first two years, our understanding of how participants felt in terms of knowledge gains as well as material preparedness was limited to these three surveys. When we began planning for our third year, we felt that we needed more data to better understand how participants were reacting to our programming, especially when taking into account the significant changes we were proposing. More specifically, our prior survey framework was limiting our understanding of whether or not we were truly helping
participants improve their familiarity and preparedness to become competitive in the faculty job market. In other words, we wondered if individual sessions were beneficial to participants in terms of enhancing their preparation of faculty materials and contributed to their overall familiarity.

In this paper, we expand our program evaluation significantly in the third year by administering surveys at every session. This enables us to address the following questions: (1) How does increased surveying aid in understanding participant development? (2) How can survey data be incorporated to update programming? (3) How does faculty self-selection of session participation affect interaction with participants?

Figure 1: Comparison of iFEAT programming by year. Year 3 saw an increase in programming such that it encompassed nearly the duration of an entire Fall and Spring semester.
**Prior program structure**

The Illinois Female Engineers in Academia Training (iFEAT) program began in Fall 2014 at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign with eight female graduate students in engineering. The program was designed to cover the major components of the faculty job application with the tangible goal of each participant having a peer-reviewed application packet at the program’s conclusion. The 2014-2015 program consisted of six seminar topics, four peer review sessions, and three assessments (see Figure 1). The program started shortly after the midpoint of the Fall semester and carried over for two sessions into the Spring semester. The cohort was equally divided into peer review groups. Participants were given approximately two weeks to self-arrange peer review sessions of their materials.

The first ever participants noted varying peer review experiences depending on the organizational level of their review group. Although participants were given two weeks to self-organize, we were told that it was difficult to find common meeting times to conduct a peer review. Thus, we decided to formally add the peer review to the program calendar and were treated as simply another session. Given the focus of our participants on searching for research positions (see Figure 2), the second program year saw the peer review opportunities for the research and teaching statements double.

Figure 2: Selection of types of faculty positions by participant where TTRO refers to tenure-track, research oriented; TTTO refers to tenure-track, teaching oriented; nTTRO refers to non-tenure track, research oriented; and nTTTO refers to non-tenure track, teaching oriented. Tenure track-type positions are preferred by participants in all program years compared to non-tenure track positions.

During the 2015-2016 program, we also observed a noticeable decline in attendance when we entered into the research statement part of the timeline (see Figure 10). The level of attrition was surprising given the consistent desire by participants to continue to conduct research in an academic setting. Participants later admitted that they were overwhelmed by the statement and had difficulty in developing research concepts that differentiated themselves from their advisors.

In order to facilitate evaluation of our program during the first two years, participants were voluntarily
allowed to complete pre-, mid-, and post-surveys. These surveys were designed to help understand career plans (i.e., the types of institutions participants aspired to apply to after completing the program) as well as changes in confidence and preparedness over time [8, 9]. At the conclusion of these years, participants were also offered the opportunity to share their experiences via interview.

Methods

Participant surveys

The 2016-2017 program saw a continuation of the pre-, mid-, and post-surveys that were hallmarks of the previous years. Likert scales were used to assess preparation (not at all prepared to very prepared) and familiarity (not at all familiar to very familiar) at each program interval. We asked participants to identify the types of institutions they were interested in pursuing a career at. Institutions choices were limited to the following categories: research intensive institutions (‘R1’), research and teaching balanced (‘R2’), teaching intensive institutions (‘teaching’), and community colleges (‘CC). They were also asked what types of positions they were interested in. Position options were limited to the following: tenure-track, research oriented (‘TTRO’); tenure-track, teaching oriented (‘TTTO’); non tenure-track, research oriented (‘nTTRO’); and non tenure-track, teaching oriented (‘nTTTO’).

For the current program year, we added a three question survey for each session to estimate how participant knowledge and preparation changed by attending panels/seminars and peer reviews, respectively. The first question on the survey was to be answered before the session began to obtain baseline data from the participants. The remaining two questions were answered at the conclusion of the session. For seminars and panels, participants were asked to rate their knowledge of the topic after the session and the knowledge level of the speakers. Similarly, participants were asked to evaluate the level of preparation and how helpful the feedback was at the conclusion of the peer review session. All short surveys had a space to add in written comments.

Faculty surveys

Campus faculty serve as speakers for the panels and seminars offered throughout the program. In Years 1 and 2, faculty were contacted approximately two weeks in advance to ask if they were available to partake in a session on a given topic. Although the requests were last minute, we were able to secure 15 and 16 faculty to contribute to the 2014-2015 and 2016-2017 programs, respectively. However, time conflicts were a serious issues such that four and five faculty from 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 program years, respectively, were unable to contribute to sessions.

We introduced a faculty interest survey (FIS) in the 2016-2017 program year to help lessen time conflicts for faculty and allow them the opportunity to select sessions that they were most interested in contributed to. The FIS were created separately for the Fall and Spring semesters, and were disseminated to 23 faculty in July /early August and and 13 faculty in November. They were given approximately two weeks respond. The difference in distribution levels results from the Fall semester having more seminars (10) than the Spring (5) (see Figure 1).

Results and discussion

Participant professional interests and preparedness

Figure 2 presents the evolution of type of faculty position over the course of each program year. Regardless of year, a majority of participants are interested in becoming tenure track faculty. Conversely, there is limited interest in pursuing non-tenure track positions. With the 2016-2017 program, we see more of an
increase in pursuing TTRO positions over the first half of the program; there is a nominal increase in interest for TTTO positions during the same period. The dominance of research-related positions has reinforced our decision to expand research preparation and include a Job Talk module.

Figure 3: Types of institutions of interest by participants where R1 refers to a research intensive institution, R2 refers to Research and Teaching Balanced, Teaching refers to Teaching Intensive Institutions, and CC refers to community colleges. Each row of the figure corresponds to a year of the program.

Figure 3 shows how the type of institution varied for each of the cohorts. In all years, most participants expressed an interest in obtaining a position at a research intensive institution. Notably, most participants would like to continue conducting research at either an R1 or R2-type school. The high level of interest in those settings may be due to the program occurring at an R1 institution. Surprisingly, there has been limited interest in pursuing opportunities at community colleges. The sustained participant interest in R1 and R2 institutions supports our decision to emphasize communicating one’s current and future research interests in their faculty application materials.

Figure 4 incorporates the current program’s participants feelings of preparation to allow comparison to previous cohorts. Compared to prior program years, the 2016-2017 cohort initially demonstrated lower 25th and 75th quartiles of preparedness. In other words, a majority of participants in the 2016-2017 group felt less initially prepared than participants at the same stage in prior years. However, and by mid-program, the mean level of preparation was comparable to the 2015-2016 program and better than the 2014-2015 program. While we are pleased with the increase in feelings of preparedness, these gains could be offset by not yet having tackled drafting the research statement unlike previous years.

Figure 5 also includes preliminary familiarity results from the 2016-2017 program year. Similar to the observed lower level of preparation by the current cohort, we have noticed the lowest mean level of familiarity with the faculty application process to date. The lack of familiarity is somewhat surprising due to the presence of two postdoctoral fellows in the cohort. Furthermore, current participants also demonstrate the largest gains by the midpoint of the program compared to the first two years. If we continued to rely on the periodic assessments, the nuances behind such significant increases would be lost.
Figure 4: Participant impression of preparedness as a function of program year and timing of the survey. Participants across all program years indicate feeling “slightly” prepared at the start of the program. Both the 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 cohorts show improvement in preparedness from “slightly” to “moderately” by the midpoint of the program.

Figure 5: Participant impressions of familiarity with the faculty application process. Initial surveys of participants each program year indicate average feelings of “not at all prepared”. While the 2014-2015 program sees a negligible change in preparedness, the 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 programs note gains in preparedness by mid-program.

Most important and challenging application components

Figure 6 identifies how participants rated the most important components of the faculty application packet. Cover letters were seen as consistently important in the first two years. However, no participants in the
2016-2017 cohort deemed cover letters as an important component of the application packet. Similarly, no one felt the teaching statement was important at the time of the mid-program survey. We were surprised by this decline, because participants had attended a seminar and two peer review sessions on this topic. On the other hand, this cohort notes increased importance of the CV and research statements as they progressed through the first semester of the program.

Figure 6: Selection of the most important components of the faculty application packet by program year. The cover letter viewed as extremely important through the 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 cohorts but was not considered extremely important by current program participants.

Figure 7 presents the components of the faculty application packet rated as most challenging by participants. The research statement is seen as the most challenging component by participants regardless of cohort. In Years 1 and 2, we observed a modest increase in preparing this component by the mid-point of the program. Pre- and mid-survey data for Year 3 participants demonstrates a similar trend. The continuous demonstration of difficulty in preparing the research statement was a motivating factor to expand the program to have a dedicated research statement section (see weeks 15-28 in Figure 1) in Year 3. The additional weeks allows us to further break down the research statement by offering additional two peer review opportunities for participants. We thought that these extra sessions would help de-mystify the research statement. However, and by the end of the second semester, a super majority of participants rated the research statement as the most challenging. One participant noted that their “research statement is extremely underdeveloped. I could have used more time to prepare/more initial lectures.” The exhibited sentiment was echoed in another participant who felt that they still lacked a research idea, even after attending every session during the spring semester.

Figure 7 also shows an increasing trend in the number or participants in the 2016-2017 cohort who felt most challenged by the research statement. We believe this trend can be attributed to greatly awareness by participants of what truly makes a competitive research statement, especially given that most participants remain committed to joining faculty at research intensive institutions. It should be noted that the 2016-2017 trend counters the general trend from the program’s first two years.
Figure 7: Selection of the most challenging components of the faculty application packet by program year. The research statement stands out in all program years as being exceptionally difficult for participants to prepare.

Figure 8: Changes in participant topical knowledge by attending panel and seminar sessions. Participants largely show increases in knowledge level by attending these sessions. CL refers to cover letters, TS refers to teaching statements, Dean refers to a discussion with the College of Engineering Dean, Rec refers to letters of recommendations, TBP refers to the two-body problem, RS refers to research statements, Chancellor refers to a discussion with the former campus Chancellor, RO refers to research outlines, Aims refers to specific aims, and Talk refers to job talk.

Enhancement of knowledge and preparedness

The inclusion of the session surveys allowed us to capture for the first time specific changes in the cohort’s topical knowledge and material preparation. Figure 8 shows changes in participant topical knowledge by...
attending the seminar and panel sessions. In all sessions, we find that participants improved their knowledge level from feeling either ‘not at all’ or ‘slightly’ knowledgeable about these topics to feeling either ‘moderately’ or ‘quite’ knowledgeable. These gains in knowledge could be attributed to faculty self-selection since they were contributing to sessions in which they themselves felt most knowledgeable.

As noted earlier, only 16% of the current cohort felt that the teaching statement was important at the beginning of the program versus 0% by the midpoint. Our initial thought was that the decline in perception of importance could be due to the teaching statement seminar. The in-session survey helped reveal to us a more complete picture of why this decline may have occurred. While Figure 8 shows an increase in participant knowledge level from slightly to moderately knowledgeable about teaching statements, it conflicts with trend shown in Figure 6. The teaching session is an example of how increased evaluation can uncover new insights into programming efficacy. In particular, we were able to capture one participant noting how they “…got the feeling from two of the panelists that the teaching statement isn’t important, which is sort of discouraging.” We feel that that this information would have been lost if we only had the mid-program survey data.

Building on observed trends in familiarity (see Figure 5), the in-session surveys allow us to trace back those knowledge gains to have a more complete understanding. In particular, we thought that some of these gains could be attributed to a revamped initial session. This year’s first session was an orientation that also included an overview of the job application process and how to search for academic positions. The program introduction led to an immediate increase from slightly knowledgeable to quite knowledgeable for understanding how to obtain a faculty position.

Figure 9: Changes in participant materials preparation by attending peer review sessions. Participants show increases in preparation level by attending these sessions. CV refers to curriculum vita, CL refers to cover letters, TS1 refers to the first teaching statement review, TS2 refers to the second teaching statement review, Packet refers to review of application materials completed thus far (includes CV, cover letter and teaching statement), RO refers to research outline in preparation of the research statement, Motive refers to background and motivation statement, Aims refers to specific aims, and RS refers to final draft of the research statement.
Figure 9 presents changes in material preparation level as a result of attending the peer review sessions. Mean preparation levels increased over the course of the cover letter, fall packet (cover letter, CV, and teaching statement), and the research outline. Overall, there were no changes in mean preparation level for the CV and teaching statement drafts. Interestingly, the 25th - 75th quartile range (moderately to quite prepared) for the CV actually declined by attending the session. The in-session survey allowed us to qualitatively capture feedback by participants to understand this negative shift. One attendee remarked that they “realized [there was] so much to fix”, whereas another participant wrote that they received “reviews that I’ve never gotten elsewhere”. In general, we were pleased to see steady improvements in participant preparation level as they typically moved from slight and moderate preparation levels towards moderate and quite prepared levels. The additional intensity to focus on the research statement in the Spring ultimately did not result in participants feeling more prepared about this statement by the end of the semester.

Incorporating feedback to improve program retention

As stated, our program goal is to improve future female faculty’s preparedness and familiarity with the academic job search. However, and as Figure 10 highlights, participant retention is an ongoing problem with our program. The addition of the weekly surveys also allows us to use the feedback to inform future programming decisions at the session level with the hopes of improving our overall retention.

With regard to seminars and panel sessions, we feel that the weekly feedback reinforced the selection of topics. On average, participants admitted that they were only slightly knowledgeable about most topics. Notably, sessions such as the research statement and negotiations highly topics where participants initially felt they had no knowledge at all. These are two difficult topics that may need additional coverage in future sessions. In fact, one participant noted how a practice session on negotiating would be helpful. Practice negotiations are presently on our list of potential peer review sessions for future program years.

We attribute the precipitous lack of peer review attendance on a couple of factors. First, and as organizers, we may not have been clear about program expectations for the 2016-2017 program year, especially with regard both program length and peer review. The current program represents a 114% (= 8/7) and 67% (= 4/6) increase in the number of seminars and peer reviews versus the 2015-2016 program, respectively. While the program topics were posted on our website when people applied for admission, we still may not have been clear conveying how long was. The other factor for diminished attendance may be due to lack of cohort building. Our program is small and is annually limited to approximately 15 students. However, we demonstrated some degree of naiveté in thinking that the small size would automatically translate into a fully accountable cohort without any social scaffolding by us. Future programming could help alleviate this issue by adding in explicit cohort building activities such as social events at the beginning of the program.

Improved tracking of attendance

We largely view surveys as being reflective of the minimum number of attendees that are present. During the 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 program years, attendance was tracked by the number of surveys completed throughout the program. For 2016-2017 program, the introduction of the session surveys improved our attendance record keeping. Figure 10 presents the change in attendance over the course of the program. Attendance is normalized by the number of pre-surveys collected. The 2016-2017 weekly surveys allow us to quantitatively match fluctuations in attendance with corresponding programming. The largest drop-offs in attendance consistently coincide with peer review sessions.
Figure 10: Participant retention during each program year. Attendance is based on the number of surveys completed at the time. Additional attendance data is available for the 2016-2017 year due to the inclusion of individual session surveys. Dots denote peer review sessions for the 2016-2017 cohort. Peer review session attendance is noticeably lower than panel/peer review sessions.

The lack of attendance has also not gone unnoticed by those who do attend the peer review. One participant noted that, “it would be nice if everyone who applied and was accepted to [the program] was dedicated to full packet development.” As organizers, creating sense of belonging to a cohort to help improve accountability is one our priorities as we continue to review our current efforts. However, we do not believe that cohort building can be forced by transitioning the program from a voluntary experience to a formal class. In fact, choosing the latter is considered a “nuclear” option, and we will attempt more organic methods in the next program cycle to improve in this area.

**Faculty engagement**

We saw FIS response rates of 73.9% (=17/23) and 76.9% (=10/13) for the Fall and Spring, respectively. We were not expecting to have such high response rates to our surveys. However, faculty often completed the FIS within minutes of receiving it. The advanced planning with faculty allowed us to have speaker calendars set prior to the semesters’ commencement. This represents a dramatic difference compared to previous years in which we would have confirmation of speakers sometimes only one to two days prior to a session.

Additionally, the new approach to reaching out to faculty led decreases in reported time conflicts. For the 2016-2017 program year, only one faculty member expressed a conflict, and that was due to them being off campus for a sabbatical. By introducing the FIS, we were able to engage more faculty in our program. These increases also resulted in having a broader distribution of departments and research types (e.g., experimental, computational, etc.).
Conclusions

We view intervention programs such as the Illinois Female Engineers in Academia Training program as critical in helping combat the barriers to pursuing faculty careers by women and other under-represented groups in STEM. Program evaluation is essential in ensuring that we are imparting the best and most relevant information to our participants as they prepare materials and gain understanding of the job search process. To that end, we have dramatically increased our program evaluation structure to incorporate same-session feedback. For the 2016-2017 program year, we are now able to identify in-session gains of participant topical knowledge as well as material preparation level. Without these surveys, we would be at a disadvantage in understanding how helpful individual program components are. Thus, this study highlights how incorporating more survey instruments can positively aid in targeted understanding of which components assist in the improving under-represented people in STEM’s preparedness and familiarity to embark on the academic job search process. Furthermore, well-timed surveys can also be used to improve faculty participant rates and assist with matching faculty to topics that they are most knowledgeable in. Overall, we believe that the increase in evaluation helps keep our intervention current by assisting with refining our program.
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